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EFFICIENT I~I~E~ZSIF'ICATI~~I~

~Iow investors can construct the best passible risky portfolio —efficient diversification

"I~iv~rsific~tion reduces the variability of portfolio returns"

From one stock to two stocks to three stocks..... sensitivity to external factors (i.e. oil,

non-oil stocks) —But even extensive diversification cannot eliminate risk — Ii~ARI~ET

1ZISK

• Other IoTames for IVlarket risk: Systematic risk, non-diversifiable risk

• The Risk that can be eliminated by diversification is called:

• Unique Risk

~ Firm-specific risk

• lion-systematic risk

• I~iversitiable risk

~ ~

Asset allocation between 2 risky assets

• Relationship between the return of two assets

• Tandem Depei~cls on the Correlation between the

• apposition t~vo returns

Use the Economic Scenarios between two asset classes (Stocks and fonds)
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PERFORMANCE SCE~AR90S
Stocks {s) ~o~ds (b)

Deviation Square Deviation for
Square

Scenario Probabilit Y ROR %a *F9 Cs for Exp. Deviation
*

ROR % ~

~% E(DeR}Y

Deviation
~* .~8. D

~°~1 (~d

/

lrs~ 
o~ Ret. (SD) ~ s~9~ ~Pb~ ~SD}

(Dev.} Dev^2 Dev^2

Recession (Sr) 30.0% -11.00 -3.30 -21.00 441.00 132.30 16.00 4.80 10.00 100.00 30.00

Normal (Sn) 40.0°/o 13.00 520 3.00 9.00 3.60 6.00 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00

Boom (Sb) 30.0% 27.00 8.10 17.00 289.00 86.70 -4.00 -1.20 -10.00 100.00 30.00

100.0% 10.00°/ Variance= 222.60 6.Oa% Variance= 60.00

SD 14.9 % SD 7.7

~~~~~~I~~~~~1°~0~{~SS~$ ~S~OC~t101'1)

Asse4 Allocation

Stocks (As) = 60°/

Bonds (Ab) = 40% ~~~ * ~/ $' \~~ * ~~

Deviation Square
Scenario Probability ROR % ~ * ~ for Exp. Deviation * SD

(Dev.) Dev^2

Recession (Sr) 30.0% -02 -0.06 -8.60 73.96 22.19

Normal (Sn} 40.0°/o 10.2 4.08 1.80 3.24 1.30

Boom (Sb) 30.0% 14.6 4.38 620 38.44 11.53

100.0% 8.40 % Variance= 35.02

SD 5.9

Stocks Bonds Covariance
Scenario Probability (Deviation (Deviation

Ds ̀ Db [p
~~) ~~} from the from the (Ds*Db)

mean) mean}.

Recession (Sr) 30.0% -21.00 10.00 -210.00 -63.00

Normal (Sn) 40.0% 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Boom (Sb) 30.0% 17.00 -10.00 -170.00 -51.00

100.0% Covariance -114.0

Correlation Coefficient -0.9

The Covariance is calculated in a manner similar ~o the Variance. Instead of measuring

the typical difference of an asset return from its expected value.

Instead measure the extent to which the variation in the returns of the two assets tend to

reinforce or offset each other
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,~

C~~ {rs,rb) = p (i) [ rs (i) — av~ rs] [ rb {i) —Avg rb]

Rs =return on the stock

lZb =return on the bond
P (ij =expected portfolio return

Psb =portfolio of Stocks and bonds

6s =Standard Deviation of s

6b =Standard Deviation of b
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~ ~, .

Rule 1: IZOR of the p~rtfo~io is w~i~ht~d average of the returns

rp = Wb~rb + Ws~`rs

E (rp) — VVb"E (rb) + ~Is~E (rs)

Rule 3: Variance of RO~Z or two-risky asset portfolio,

c .~ ~~.,

Pbs is the correlation between the return on stock and bonds

Example: 100%fonds, then decide to shift to 50% of bonds and 50% of stock

Input Data:

E(rb) = 6.0%
E{~s) = 10%
mob= 12%
6S= 25%

Pbs=O
DVb=O. S
Ws=0.5

6p^2=(0.5*12)^2 + (0.5*25)^2 + 20.5*12)(0.525)*0

a~p = SgRt of 192.25 = 13.87%

If we averaged the 2 standard deviations of each asset class we will have incorrectly

predicted an increase in the portfolio's SIB (25 + 12)/2 = 1 ~.5%showing an increase of

6.~%when moving from all bond portfolio to half/half bond/stock. The actuality is that

the SD movement is much lower to 13.87% (as is calculated above) or 1.~7%from all

bond portfolio SIB of 12.0% - SO 'I'I~E GAIL OF ~IVEIZSI~'ICA~TI01~ ~~I~ ~E

SEES AS FALL 6050 — ~1e~7 = 4.62%.
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If weights ~. 75 cznd 0.25 then (0.75 ~6) + (0.25 X10) = 7.0% ~xpectecl a~etu~~ts

~la~iance = (0.7~ X12) ̂2 + (0.25' 25)^2 + 2(0.75 *12) (0.25 ~2.~) ~0

~~~t

Check page 159 -Graph and Table at rs=10, rb=6, 6s=25, 6b=12 at different weights

E (rs) = 10
E (rb) = 6
es = 25
Qb= 12
Psb = 0

Portfolio VVei~hts Exp Return Std Dev.

s lPVb E(rp~ % ap

0.0 1.0 6.00 12.00

0.1 0.9 6.40 11.09

0.2 0.8 6.80 10.82

0.3 0.7 7.20 1126

0.4 0.6 7.60 12.32

0.5 0.5 8.00 13.87

Q.6 0.4 8.40 15.75

0.7 0.3 8.80 17.87

0.8 0.2 9.20 20.14

0.9 0.1 9.60 22.53

1.0 0.0 10.00 25.00

inirnurr, Variance
Stocks 18.7256%

Bonds 81.2744%

Ws=(6b^2 - 6b a's p} / (6s^2 + 6b^2 - 2*a'b 6s p)

Wb=1 -Ws
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E(rj V~ Std Dev with 0 correlation
12.00

The Mean —Variance Criterion

Investors Desire portfolios to lie to the I~iorthwest (Graph) —with higher return and lodver

Standard Deviation (Risk)

Let's assume Portfolio A is said to dominate portfolio B if all investors prefer A over ~.

This will be the case tk~at has the highest Return and list Variance

If we graph the relationship PA will be to the 1~lorthwest of P~

:• t f

Let"s say the correlation is 1 or Pbs = 1 (so far we used 0 correlation}

.~
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6p^2 = ~hlb^2 6b "2 + ~Is"2 6s"2 + 2 ~Ib"6b ~Is"6s " 1 = ~Ib"6b + ~Is"6s)

:. t , ,~.

Example we were using (6s = 25, 6b = 12)

6p= (.50 ~ 12) + (.50 * 25) = 18.75% .... If Pbs = 1, straight average -Igo gain for

diversification, where Pbs = 0 we calculated previously that the 6p = 13.87°/o

Graph of Pbs = 1 and Pbs = Q and in between

With Correlation = 1
Psb = 1

Portfolio ~Ueights

►1Vs W b

0.0 1.0

0.1 0.9

0.2 0.8

0.3 0.7

0.4 0.6

0.5 0.5

0.6 0.4

0.7 0.3

0.8 0.2

0.9 0.1

1.0 0.0

Std Dev. Exp Return

cep % E(rp)

12.00 6.00

13.30 6.40

14.60 6.80

15.90 7.20

17.20 7.60

18.50 8.00

19.80 8.40

21.10 8.80

22.40 9.20

23.70 9.60

25.00 10.00
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. ~- . . .'

12.00

2.00

0.00 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00

LTse Extreme Exampl€ where Pbs = -1

~ ~, . ~;

{using ASS or absolute because there is no negative standard deviation)

using our example = .50'~ 12 - .50"25 =1~bs 6.5%

With Correlation = -1
Psb = -1

Portfolio VVei~h$~ Std Dev. Exp Return

~S ~~3 4fp % ~~9'E3~

0.0 1.0 12.00 6.00

0.1 0.9 8.30 6.40

0.2 0.8 4.60 6.80

0.3 0.7 0.90 7.20

0.4 0.6 2.80 7.60

0.5 0.5 6.50 8.00

0.6 0.4 10.20 8.40

0.7 0.3 13.90 8.80

0.8 0.2 17.60 9.20

0.9 0.1 21.30 9.60

1.0 0.0 25.00 10.00
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E {rp) Vs. ltd Dev. with Correlation of -1

12.00

L,~t's add IZi~k Free in our portfolio (bringing what we discussed before regarding CAL

llne~ Historical Correlation between Bonds

and Stocks is 0.20
T-ills = 5.0% (risk free)

GRAPH introducing the CAL in our previous CBraph of fonds and Stock

Using the minimum (point A) on a .20 correlation between bonds and stock. ~Te were

given the minimum weibhts at Wb= X7.06% and Ws = 12.94°/o so PA expects to return

6e52% and 6A i~ 11.54% calculated as follows:

rA = (.706 ~ 6) + (.1294 ~` 10) = 6.52

~A=(.706 * 12) ̂2 + (.1294 ~` 25) ̂2 = 11.54%

Sharpe Ratio is SA = (E (rA) — rf) / 6A = (6.52 — ~) / 11.54 = 0.13

IVow consider the CAL uses portfolio B instead of A. Portfolio B consists of ~0°/a Bonds

and 20% Stock, then rbs = 6,80%, 6bs = 11.68% then,

:! r f

. ~~
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This implies that portfolio ~ provides 2 extra basis points (0.02%) of expected return for

every percentage point (1.0%) increased in Standard Deviation (Risk)

The higher Sharpe Ratio of I-~ means that its capital allocation line (CAL,) it's steeper than

A, therefore, ~AL,(~) plots above CAL(A~,

In other wards, combination of portfolio ~ and the risk-free asset provide a higher

expected return for any level of risk (SD} than combination of portfolio A and the risk

free risk.

~~~ ,~. ,~

~ _ [(E(rb) — r~.ss^2 — (E9rs) — rf}*~ba~ss~Pbs] / [ (~ {rb) — r~ ~s^2 + (E (rs) — rf~~ab^2 — rf 
+ E (rs) —

rf~ab*es*Pbs

Assume we want to invest 45% of our portfolio in ~Zisk Free assets = 55% is in a risky

portfolio between bonds (50%) and stocks (50%),

~Te find the CAL with our optimal portfolio (o) in a slope — L,ets say:

Pro = ~.5~% and s0=17.97%, V~b = 32.99% and Ws = 67.01% from the long formula

above.

~ r ` ! 1

E(rc}=~+0.55*(8.68-5)=7.02%

6c=0.55 ~ 17.97=9.88%

Wrf = 45%
~b = 0.3299 X .55 = 1x.14%

VVs = 0.6701 X .55 = 36.86%
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rI' 1 m
Identify the best possible or most efficient risk-return combination available from the

universe of risky assets {Plot therri on Return/Standard Deviation Graph)

Expected Return — ~'D codnbina~ion fog any individual asset end-up inside the

efficient f~ontie~, because single-asset portfolios aye inefficient (aye not efficiently

diversified)

E~pr) Vs Std Dev wgth 0 correlation
12.00

100"%, ~ic]rks

10.00 -------------------------------------,~;~

Stogy n~ 187; 0 1 __

BJnds ol_27 ~,

8.00

._ t

6.00 ~ ~ i00 ,Bondi '

4.00

2.00

0.00 _ _ _ _ ~ __

0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00

Sod Dev

~~

Determine the optimal portfolio of risky assets by finding the portfolio that supports the

steepest CAL (1Z.isky free return introduced)

Kisky free assets — zdsing the cu~~°ent Risk Free Rate, we search fog ~'AL with the

highest Shape Ratio
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E~pr) i(s S#d Div wifih 0 ~orr~lation ',
12.00

li ', Capital Alloca[ion oo i stoct<s ~

10.00 -------------------------- ------
f

Stocks 18.73% Eesi Sharpe Rauo ,9~-
Bonds 8127% ~

8.00

~

~,~=

- ?

~ '-' 6.00 -------------- -=~, 100% Eonds '
~ W

', 4.00 ',

~ R(~ = 3.0% f
2.00 -

0.00 _ __, _ _ _ ~ _ _ ~I

0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00

Std Dev

STEP 3m
Choose an appropriate complete portfolio based on the investors risk appetite (risk

aversion) by mixing the Rf Asset with the optimal risky portfolio.

Choose the app~op~iate ~ptin~~l risky portfolio (o) above Tbills — ~'eparation

P~ope~ty step - RISKAVEIZS~' comes to play in this step —when selected the desire

point of the C'AL. Mope risk averse clients will invest in the risk free asset and less

in the optimal ~iskv po~°tfolio O.


